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Expanding Platform. Calf surgery is a common and important procedure in veterinary medicine, and

preoperative planning is essential to a safe and successful outcome. However, current available
platforms used for preoperative planning are limited in their ability to provide adequate visualization
and are unable to adequately assess the exact location of disease, creating a potential for inaccurate

resections. In this study, we sought to determine if using a novel arm with a frame that permits
expansion allows for improved visualization and detail of the region of interest. This arm was placed
over the calf for operative planning. A total of 5 calf surgery procedures were performed using the

frame, and a total of 3 large, soft tissue masses of the distal limb were delineated using the frame. In
addition, the frame was used to simulate extended imaging in a calf with previously undetected fluid
and to assist in the excision of a mass that had been previously incorrectly biopsied. Positioning of
the frame with the shoulder in 15° of abduction and 30° of flexion was preferred to allow for better

visualization of the soft tissue and to achieve the best plan of action, although any position was
acceptable. Computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging improved the detail and soft

tissue identification. When used in conjunction with orthopedic
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32 hours ago - The manual for the Chana star 1.3 2008 SCES
1014207 will not open on my computer. How do I go about this?.

Returning the manual to the Author (Ford Motor Company). I have
the physical manual for my. chana star 1.3 manual or the manual

for the chana star 1.3 Â . Chana Star Repair Manual -
Amazon.co.uk, Car parts & accessoriesShop from the world's

largest selection and best prices for Chana Star Repair Manual.
shop with confidence on eBay!.Q: How can I force jekyll to write to
a directory within a layout? My layout is a mixin that I use for my
site. It's a bit complicated, though it boils down to I'm having a

hard time getting the following code to return just the text area on
the page: = section "Footer" .container = yield .container-footer
Ideally, I'd like the page to render the whole thing like this: This
page needs to output exactly this: Some footer text here... This
page actually outputs this: But rather than a seperate part, it

wants to use the current layout (in this case, the mixin). Is this
possible? I can't find any documentation on layout-specific

content within layouts, but I imagine there's a way. I'd rather not
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have to write a custom command for this (as it complicates
things). A: My mixin actually extends the default layout. I believe
this is the issue. Here's my solution. I use a custom command in
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